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1. HUMAN TRAFFICKING

1.1 CONCEPTS
✓ Human trafficking
•

According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, trafficking in persons is “the
recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat
or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse
of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the
purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a
minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others
or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organ.”

Elements of Human Trafficking:
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•

According to the “Blue Campaign” of the U.S Department of Homeland Security, human
trafficking is the “modern-day slavery and involves the use of force, fraud, or coercion to
obtain some type of labor or commercial sex act.”
“Every year, millions of men, women, and children are trafficked
in countries around the world, including the United States. It is
estimated that human trafficking generates many billions of dollars

of profit per year, second only to drug trafficking as the most profitable form of transnational
crime. It is a hidden crime as victims rarely come forward to seek help because of language
barriers, fear of the traffickers, and/or fear of law enforcement. Traffickers use force, fraud, or
coercion to lure their victims and force them into labor or commercial sexual exploitation. They
look for people who are susceptible for a variety of reasons, including psychological or emotional
vulnerability, economic hardship, lack of a social safety net, natural disasters, or political
instability. The trauma caused by the traffickers can be so great that many may not identify
themselves as victims or ask for help, even in highly public settings.”

1.2 VISUAL MATERIAL: VIDEOS
Special Investigation: Human
Trafficking (Part 1)
Undercover investigation with law enforcement and exposing a
crime against humanity happening right here at home.
6min, 48sec
LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVEjXT5t_Gc

Special Investigation: Human
Trafficking (Part 2)

Undercover investigation with law enforcement and exposing a
crime against humanity happening right here at home.
6min, 38sec
LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfl2T1AHAr0
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2. FAIR TRADE TO END HUMAN TRAFFICKING

2.1 CONCEPTS
✓ Fair Trade
•

According to the World Fair Trade Organization, "Fair Trade is a trading partnership,
based on dialogue, transparency and respect, that seeks greater equity in international trade.
It contributes to sustainable development by offering better trading conditions to, and
securing the rights of, marginalized producers and workers”.
“Fair Trade is more than just trading: it proves that greater justice in world trade is possible,
it highlights the need for change in the rules and practice of conventional trade and shows
how a successful business can also put people first; and it is a tangible
contribution to the fight against poverty, climate change and economic
crisis.”

•

According to Fair Trade USA, “Fair Trade Certified products were made with respect to
people and planet. Our rigorous social, environmental and economic
standards work to promote safe, healthy working conditions, protect
the environment, enable transparency, and empower communities to
build strong, thriving businesses. When you choose products with the
Fair Trade label, your day-to-day purchases can improve an entire community’s day-today lives.”
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2.2 ARTICLES
A. UNICEF: “The United Nations Children's Fund”
(https://www.unicefusa.org)
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B. Fair Trade America
(http://fairtradeamerica.org/en-us/media-center/blog/2016/august/how-fairtrade-helps-end-human-trafficking)
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C. End Slavery Now
True Story of a Forced Labor Victim
(http://www.endslaverynow.org/blog/articles/flor-molina)

Flor Molina´s Story
In 2001, Flor Molina became a victim of slavery in the garment
industry in Los Angeles. She was an easy target: a desperate
mother who had just lost her baby because she didn't have the
money to hospitalize her sick child.
With the hope of starting her own business to support her three other
children, Molina began taking sewing classes. It was Molina's sewing
teacher that would eventually facilitate her 40 days of enslavement in the U.S.
“My sewing teacher was approached by a trafficker because she knew a lot of women who knew how to
sew and would be desperate to come to the United States to make money. There were no opportunities in
my town, so when my sewing teacher told me about the opportunity to go to the U.S., I was definitely
interested. I had to leave my mom and my children behind. I was told that when I got to the U.S. I will have
a job so I could send money home, food and a place to stay.
“When I arrived in Los Angeles, I quickly realized it had all been a lie. My trafficker told me that now I
owe her almost $3,000 for bringing me to the U.S. and that I had to work for her in order to pay her back.”
I was forced to work 18 hours a day making dresses that were being sold for $200 department stores. When
all the workers in the factory got to go home, I had to clean the factory. I was forced to sleep at the factory
in a storage room, and I had to share a single mattress with another victim. The other workers in the factory
were able to come and go at the end of their shift. I was forbidden to talk to anyone or from putting one
step outside of the factory. I worked hard, and I was always hungry. I was given only one meal a day, and
I had 10 minutes to eat. If I took longer, I was punished. After only a few weeks of being there, one of my
co-workers started suspecting that something was not right. She had realized that I was always there in the
morning when she got there and was working at night after everybody left. She gave me her phone number
on a piece of paper and told me that if I needed help, I could call her.
I was so afraid, I didn't really trust anybody. My trafficker told me that if I ever go to the police, they
wouldn't believe me. She said that she knew where my children and my mother lived and that I wouldn't
want them to pay the consequences. This went on for 40 days, but I tell you it felt like 40 years. I thought I
was going to die. I thought I would never see my children again. I was sick with worry about how my
children were in Mexico and how they didn't know what happened to me.
After weeks of begging my trafficker to let me go to church, she finally let me go. The moment I set foot
outside the factory, I decided not to go back. I went to a pay phone to call my co-worker, but I didn't know
10

how the pay phone worked. After a while, someone walked by, and I asked him if he spoke Spanish, and
he did. He helped me dial the phone number, and my co-worker came and picked me up and took me to a
restaurant.
I was found by FBI agents who were already investigating my trafficker. They connect[ed] me
with CAST (Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking), a non-profit group. CAST found me shelter and
helped me with all my basic necessities because I had nothing when I escaped. Ultimately, my trafficker
was charged with labor abuse and got a light sentence - only six months of house arrest.
Even though my enslavement doesn't define me as a person, it makes me who I am today. I am an advocate
against slavery. I am a survivor of a crime so monstrous that the only way to move forward is by fighting
back. I am not the only one. There are other survivors that are fighting back with me. We are part of a group
called the survivors caucus at CAST, and we are working to educate people, law enforcement and
communities using our stories. The caucus is a network of survivors where we feel safe and supported, and
we have advocacy to end slavery for good. Even though we were once victims, we are now able to impact
social change.”
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2.3 VISUAL MATERIAL: VIDEOS
What is Fair Trade?
Every Purchase Matters
When you buy Fair Trade Certified goods you are making
a choice that means quality products, improved lives and
environmental protection.
1min, 14sec
LINK:
ydhS0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7K4G5-

What is Fair Trade?
Fair Trade and the Fair Trade system.
3min, 57sec
LINK:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLKTGWH398Q

Why Fair Trade Chocolate
Matters?

Americans consume millions of pounds of chocolate per
year, but where does it all come from? Forced child labor and
child trafficking are a documented problem in the
conventional chocolate industry, but big companies have
done little to solve this crisis.
2min
LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnpsFRcsnE0

Child Labor: The Dark Side
of Chocolate

Chocolate sure does taste good. But an investigation in Ghana
uncovers a nasty truth - many cocoa beans in that country are
harvested by children. Many of those kids aren't given a
choice; some are even slaves. All workers, no matter the age,
live in poverty. Still taste good?
8min, 7sec
LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXWFXeIZY9g
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3. HUMAN TRAFFICKING, MIGRATION AND REFUGEES

3.1 CONCEPTS
✓ Migration
•

According to the Global Alliance Against Trafficking in Women; “migration is,
simply put, movement from one place to another. It can be assisted or independent
movement. It can be international or within a country. It can be by land, sea or air. It is
everything from tourism to moving somewhere for work. “Expats” are also migrants.
It can be motivated by a dream of a better life, and it can be something someone is
made to do against his or her will. Migration can be for survival and for pleasure. It can
be easy or very difficult. A migrant’s aims might be met, or s/he may face hurdles and
unexpected outcomes. Migrants can be old or young, any gender, any race, any
nationality. Migration is very much determined by economic and trade as well as by
political relations. Globalization fosters conditions that push people to migrate in
search of work opportunities. However, new security discourses have made that
movement more dangerous and complex, particularly
following increased counter-terrorism effort.”
o

Migrant – “someone who leaves her/his community or country of origin to

live, and possibly work and/or marry in another place. “Migrant” is an overarching
term that covers many special categories of migrants, including refugees, smuggled,
trafficked and undocumented persons. Each of these special categories has a few
elements that make it distinct from the others.”
o

Refugee – “a person who has been, or fears being, persecuted in her/his

country and is forced to leave. Environmental or climate refugees are those who flee
natural disasters.”
o

Undocumented migrant – “a person who does not have legal immigration

status in a transit or destination country (or even in a different region of her/his own
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country). A person can enter a country without legal status, or can enter with status and
lose it later.”
o Smuggled person – “someone who travels voluntarily but illegally to another
country with the assistance of a third party, whom he or she pays.”
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3.2 ARTICLES
A . The Guardian Article: “UN says more children and men falling prey to traffickers
amid migration crisis”.
(https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2016/dec/21/un-more-children-and-men-falling-prey-humantrafficking-migration-crisis#img-1)

Study by UN Office on Drugs and Crime finds that global movement of refugees and migrants has left
men and boys more vulnerable to exploitation.
The number of children and men who fall prey to
traffickers is rising, a UN study has found, with the
global movement of refugees and migrants a major
contributory factor.
Although women and girls account for more than 70%
of human trafficking victims, the largest increase in the
number of refugees and migrants since the aftermath of
the second world war has left children and men more
vulnerable to exploitation, according to the report.
Yury Fedotov, head of the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), the UN body charged with tackling
the problem, warned that the average number of convictions for the crime remains low.
Human traffickers 'using migration crisis' to force more people into slavery.
As this crisis has unfolded, and climbed up the global agenda, there has been a corresponding recognition
that, within these massive migratory movements, are vulnerable children, women and men who can be
easily exploited by smugglers and traffickers,” wrote Fedotov in a foreword to the study.
Children account for almost a third of all human trafficking victims worldwide, according to the
UNODC’s global report on trafficking in persons, with the number rising to about two-thirds in regions
such as sub-Saharan Africa, and Central America and the Caribbean.
While women and girls tend to be trafficked for marriage or sexual slavery, the report found that men and
boys are typically exploited for forced labor in the mining sector and also as porters, soldiers and slaves.
The number of men detected among trafficking victims globally rose from 13% in 2004 to 21% in 2014.
The number of trafficking victims pressed into forced labor also rose, accounting for 38% of all trafficked
people identified in 2014 (as opposed to 32% in 2007). Of that 38%, almost two-thirds were male.
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The flow of trafficking victims from sub-Saharan Africa and east Asia was more globally dispersed than
elsewhere, for instance in eastern Europe and Central Asia, South America and south Asia. However, most
trafficking flows are largely a regional and local phenomenon rather than a global one.
When it comes to trafficking into key destinations such as richer European countries, flows from the
continent’s south-eastern regions were the most prominent for a number of years and continued to increase.
Fedotov said there had been a “huge improvement” in the number of countries criminalizing human
trafficking, which has increased from 18% to 88% since 2003. But conviction rates remain far too low, he
said, with victims not always receiving the protection and services countries are obliged to provide.
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B. The Guardian Article: “Human traffickers 'using migration crisis' to force more people
into slavery”.
(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/may/19/human-traffickers-using-migration-crisis-to-force-more-people-intoslavery)

EU report warns that children have become preferred
target for criminal gangs amid concern over
thousands of minors disappearing from official view.
Criminal gangs are taking advantage of Europe’s
migration crisis to force more people into sex work
and other types of slavery, according to an EU report
on human trafficking.
Children have become a preferred target for
traffickers, the report warns, amid growing concern over the fate of unaccompanied child refugees who
have disappeared from official view since arriving in Europe.
Almost 96,000 unaccompanied children claimed asylum in Europe in 2015, about one-fifth of the total
number of child refugees. But at least 10,000 unaccompanied children have dropped off the radar of official
agencies since arriving in Europe, the EU police agency reported in January. German authorities reported
earlier this year that 4,700 children had been lost to officials, while up to 10 children a week are reported
missing in Sweden.
The report from the European commission, which will be published on Thursday, does not attempt to
estimate how many may have fallen victim to criminal gangs, but warns that the phenomenon of child
trafficking “has been exacerbated by the ongoing migration crisis”. Children are at high risk of being doubly
victimized, it says, because they are treated as perpetrators of crimes if they are found by the authorities.
“Organized crime groups choose to traffic children as they are easy to recruit and quick to replace, they can
also keep under their control child victims relatively cheaply and discreetly,” states an EU working
document seen by the Guardian. Trafficked children aged between six months and 10 years are bought and
sold for sums ranging from €4,000 (£3,000) to €8,000, although amounts of up to €40,000 have been
reported in some cases.
EU authorities registered 15,846 victims of human trafficking in 2013-14, including 2,375 children, but the
report’s authors believe the true number of victims is far higher. More than two-thirds (67%) of people
were trafficked into sex work; about one-fifth (21%) were put into forced labor, often as agricultural
workers, a form of slavery that disproportionately affected men. The remainder of trafficking victims faced
an equally grim catalogue of exploitation, ranging from domestic servitude to forced begging.
The authors sounded the alarm about the “worryingly sharp increase” in Nigerian women and girls arriving
in Italy from Libya. The Italian authorities have reported a 300% year-on-year increase in the number of
Nigerian victims of trafficking.
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Traffickers are increasingly exploiting legal migration routes by persuading non-EU nationals to apply for
asylum or a residence permit.
More than two-thirds of the identified victims were EU nationals, with the largest numbers coming from
Romania, Bulgaria, the Netherlands, Hungary and Poland. The remainder came from all over the world,
with Nigerians, Chinese and Albanians especially prominent.
Catherine Bearder, a Liberal Democrat MEP, said official statistics on this “vile trade” were just the tip of
the iceberg. Victims of trafficking come to official attention when they are arrested or escape, she said.
“Very, very few are rescued by the authorities and for me that is shocking.” Too often, police forces “see
the crime, not the person, they see them as illegal immigrants”.
The MEP, who spearheaded an anti-trafficking resolution in the European parliament last month, said EU
authorities needed to do more to rescue victims and help them recover.
EU law requires countries to provide victims of trafficking with at least 30 days of recovery, including
accommodation, medical treatment and legal advice. The UK offers a 45-day “reflection period”, when the
person cannot be deported.”
The MEP would like to see a longer period for recovery. Highlighting the plight of people sold into in sex
slavery she said: “We are much better now at treating people who are raped and give them the protection
of the law, but these girls have been raped night after night after night. I think we should be prepared to
give them longer support of reflection and more support in rebuilding their lives.”
She also urged governments to get to grips with the migration crisis. “When the migrants land on Europe’s
shores, when they are not properly looked after, they are absolutely ripe victims for the traffickers.”
Yvette Cooper, chair of Labor’s refugee task force, said the EU played a central role in the fight against
human trafficking: “Being in the EU gives our police the tools they need to bring evil human trafficking
gangs to justice, including vital cooperation through Europol.”
In the past year, 250 suspected human traffickers have been arrested in joint operations supported by
Europol, the EU police agency.
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C. Human Rights First Organization: The Syrian Refugee Crisis - A Greenhouse for Human
Trafficking. By Rachel Buchan
(https://www.humanrightsfirst.org/blog/syrian-refugee-crisis-greenhouse-human-trafficking)

Jordan has the third largest population of
Syrian refugees in the world, with 635,000
registered Syrian refugees in the country.
Additional unregistered refugees push the total
number higher. The 2016 Trafficking in
Persons (TIP) report describes Jordan as a
“source, destination and transit country for
adults and children subjected to forced labor,
and to a lesser extent, sex trafficking.” Grave
financial circumstances and an overwhelmed
infrastructure render Syrian refugees increasingly vulnerable to modern day slavery.
The Jordanian government is making efforts to combat human trafficking. According to the TIP report
alleged perpetrators, including complicit government officials and offenders in the garment industry, were
investigated, prosecuted, and convicted last year. In 2015, 28 forced labor cases were referred for
prosecution, the majority involving domestic servitude. Other cases included the agricultural and
construction sectors. Two trafficking cases were dropped, however, under general amnesty announced by
Royal Decree of the King.
Children and women are particularly susceptible to slavery in Jordan. Many are forced into sex trafficking,
sometimes through early or ‘temporary’ marriages. Research indicates that third parties often arrange these
marriages on behalf of men from the gulf. Afterwards the girl may be abandoned or even sold into
prostitution. Agencies have witnessed girls married off repeatedly in this way.
Other refugee women and children migrate under fraudulent opportunity to work in restaurants or
nightclubs. Instead of employment, they are enslaved.
An article in the Guardian introduces two Syrian women, Aaliyah and Ishtar, who were forced into
exploitative employment due to fraudulent marriages. Ishtar was brought to Jordan under forced marriage
and the man forced her to work in bars and other illegal activities. He withheld her compensation and
prevented her from leaving—key elements of human trafficking.
Victims of labor trafficking are often recruited under fraudulent offers of "transportation, asylum,
employment and even marriage." The TIP report indicates an unknown number of labor disputes, many of
which likely involved refugees. Allegations included cases of non-payment, withholding of passports,
breaches of contract, inappropriate work conditions, and excessive work hours.
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The garment industry, in particular, had a number of forced labor allegations. Last year, one factory was
guilty of over 100 cases of exploited and trafficked migrant workers. Confiscation of passports, withheld
pay, physical abuse, and unsafe living conditions were among the criminal activities.
Child labor is a massive industry as well, with evidence of force and coercion against large numbers
of trafficked refugee children.
Labor trafficking risk is fueled largely by poverty, financial insecurity, and the overwhelming underground
labor market in Jordan. Recent studies found that nine out of ten Syrian refugees are below the poverty line.
As of September 2015, 67 percent of refugees were in debt. Cuts in medical care from the Jordanian
government and food assistance from aid organizations have had a “domino effect,” impacting every area
of refugees’ lives.
Despite government efforts to increase refugees’ access to legal employment, 99 percent of Syrian
refugees in 2015 were working without permits. The informal market does not comply with minimum wage
or working condition requirements. And in most cases, risk of arrest and deportation deter refugees from
reaching out to law enforcement for help—even in cases of exploitation and trafficking.
For women and children, Jordanian authorities at the refugee camps attempt to mitigate the risk of sex
trafficking by verifying consent in marriages. Since only 15 percent of Syrian refugees are living in
designated camps, steps should be taken to address trafficking affecting non-camp populations.
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3.3 VISUAL MATERIAL: VIDEOS
Sexual Trafficking of Immigrant
Women on rise in the US
Women from all over the world are taken to the US and
become victims of sexual trafficking. There are
organizations that offer support for the victims but most
of the women do not go to the police because of fear of
retaliation.
2min, 40sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8RmdFVbatg

Human Trafficking in Conflict
Zones

Human trafficking is modern day slavery. It occurs around
the world and is exacerbated by conflict, which increases
demand for forced labor and sexual services and places
refugees and IDPs in vulnerable situations. During human
trafficking prevention month, we interviewed experts
about trafficking and its particular effect on women in
conflict.
4min, 40sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQg09x3rJZc

Immigration Relief for Victims of
Human Trafficking

For
more
information
https://www.uscis.gov

about

USCIS,

(https://www.facebook.com/uscis),
(https://www.twitter.com/uscis),
(https://www.instagram.com/uscis).
9min, 40sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9k_zg0Ct5DU
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visit:

4. HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND CLIMATE CHANGE

4.1 CONCEPTS
✓ Climate
•

According to the NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration), “the
climate of a region or city is its typical or average weather. For example, the climate of
Hawaii is sunny and warm. But the climate of Antarctica is freezing cold. Earth's
climate is the average of all the world's regional climates. Climate change, therefore, is
a change in the typical or average weather of a region or city. This could be a change
in a region's average annual rainfall, for example. Or it could be a change in a city's
average temperature for a given month or season. Climate change is also a change in
Earth's overall climate. This could be a change in Earth's average
temperature, for example. Or it could be a change in Earth's typical
precipitation patterns.”
o Weather: “is the short-term changes we see in temperature, clouds, precipitation,
humidity and wind in a region or a city. Weather can vary greatly from one day to
the next, or even within the same day. In the morning the weather may be cloudy
and cool. But by afternoon it may be sunny and warm.”
o Climate Change: “Earth's climate is always changing. In the past, Earth's climate
has gone through warmer and cooler periods, each lasting thousands of years.”
“Observations show that Earth's climate has been warming. Its average temperature has
risen a little more than one degree Fahrenheit during the past 100 years or so. This
amount may not seem like much. But small changes in Earth's average temperature can
lead to big impacts.”
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4.2 ARTICLES
A . International Organization for Migration (IOM): The Climate Change - Human
Trafficking Nexus
(https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/mecc_infosheet_climate_change_nexus.pdf)
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B . The Guardian: Pope Laments Meaningless Lives in Tying Human Trafficking to
Climate Change
(https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jul/21/pope-links-climate-change-with-human-trafficking-andurges-un-to-take-lead)

Pontiff follows encyclical on fossil fuels with environmental summit of mayors and links climate change
to migration, slavery and ‘uncurtailed growth of cities’

Pope Francis talks to Ana Laura Pérez Jaimes, right, a victim of forced labor who addressed the conference on Modern
Slavery and Climate Change at the Vatican. Photograph: Gregorio Borgia/AP

Pope Francis said he had “great hopes” that a fundamental agreement to tackle climate change would
be reached in Paris later this year and he believed the United Nations needed to play a central role in the
fight against global warming.
“The UN really needs to take a very strong position on this issue, particularly the trafficking of human
beings … [a problem] that has been created by climate change,” the pope said.
The remarks followed a day-long meeting of mayors from around the world that was hosted by the Vatican
to discuss environmental challenges and how disruptions in climate were contributing to a humanitarian
crisis in migration and modern slavery. Speakers included Bill de Blasio of New York, George Ferguson
of Bristol and Gustavo Petro of Bogotá, among dozens of others.
The conference began by hearing harrowing testimony from two Mexican women who were victims of
modern-day slavery.
“It’s not possible that it still exists, that we remain blind” to the issue of modern slavery, said Ana Laura
Pérez Jaimes, who spent five years chained up and forced to work 20 hours a day in Mexico. She showed
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the mayors photographs of some of the 600 scars she suffered as an indentured servant, forced to iron for
hours a day without food or water. She said she had to urinate in a plastic bag.
A fellow Mexican, Karla Jacinto, described how she was physically and sexually abused by her family and
forced into prostitution between the ages of 12 and 17. She was forced to have sex with more than 42,000
clients before she was rescued.
“I didn’t think I was worth anything. I thought I was just an object that was used and thrown away,” she
told the hushed conference hall. The 22-year-old mother of two now campaigns on behalf of trafficking
victims.
The meeting came about one month after the popular Argentinian pontiff released an encyclical – or church
teaching – on the environment that called for the phasing-out of fossil fuels and for action to combat climate
change and immoral consumption, which he said was putting humanity at risk.
Francis said in remarks, which seemed to be impromptu and were not from a prepared text, that his was not
a “green” encyclical, but rather a “social” one, which reflected an “attitude of human ecology”.
“We cannot separate man from everything else. There is a relationship which has a huge impact, both on
the person in the way they treat the environment and the rebound effect against man when the environment
is mistreated.”
He spoke of the “uncurtailed growth of cities”, a global phenomenon that was giving rise to “shanty towns
and slums” on the periphery of big cities because there was not enough economic opportunity to sustain
poor people in rural areas. “This needs to be denounced,” Francis said.
He criticized the rise in youth unemployment – which in countries such as Italyhas reached rates of more
than 40% – and lamented that the plight of the young and poor was leading to “meaningless lives”.
“If we project this to the future ... what kind of horizon can they look towards,” he asked. “Some turn to
guerrilla activities, to find some meaning in life and also their health is jeopardized.”
He criticized the growth of black market labor and no-contract work, which he said ensured that people
could not earn living wages and led to forms of “addiction”.
He emphasized the importance that the local mayors, who were gathered before him, had in shaping
environmental debates at home, saying that true reform had to emerge from the periphery to be effective,
and could not be imposed from above.
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4.3 VISUAL MATERIAL: VIDEOS

Greener on the Other Side Climate Policy and Human
Trafficking
Energy Empowers the Poor.
1min, 53sec

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAexAvO-AvQ

Climate Change and Human
Trafficking
Mayors from capitals of the world discuss climate change
and human trafficking at the Vatican.
2mi, 24sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzP9sMQkIlQ
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5. HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND DEVELOPMENT

5.1 CONCEPTS
✓ Development

•

According to the Society for International Development Israel Branch “development
is a process that creates growth, progress, positive change or the addition of physical,
economic, environmental, social and demographic components. The purpose of
development is a rise in the level and quality of life of the population, and the creation
or expansion of local regional income and employment opportunities, without
damaging the resources of the environment. Development is visible and useful, not
necessarily immediately, and includes an aspect of quality
change and the creation of conditions for a continuation of that
change.”

•

According to the United Nations – Sustainable Development Goals: “Sustainable
development has been defined as development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It calls
for concerted efforts towards building an inclusive, sustainable and resilient future for
people and planet. For sustainable development to be achieved, it is crucial to
harmonize three core elements: economic growth, social inclusion and
environmental protection. These elements are interconnected and all are
crucial for the well-being of individuals and societies. Eradicating
poverty in all its forms and dimensions is an indispensable requirement
for sustainable development. To this end, there must be promotion of sustainable,
inclusive and equitable economic growth, creating greater opportunities for all,
reducing inequalities, raising basic standards of living, fostering equitable social
development and inclusion, and promoting integrated and sustainable management of
natural resources and ecosystems.”
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5.2 ARTICLES
A . United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime: Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in PersonsAddressing the Root Causes
(https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/08-58296_tool_9-2.pdf)
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B. UNICEF: Sustainable Development Goals that Help to Aim Human Trafficking
(https://www.unicefusa.org/stories/sustainable-development-goals-aim-end-human-trafficking/29864)

This fall, Global Leaders convened to create a set of 17 new Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
composed of 169 targets for the next 15 years. These build off of many of the accomplishments that were
achieved with the original Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). However, the MDGs did not address
human rights, slavery, or human trafficking, and were often criticized for being too narrow. The SDGs
focus on people, the planet, prosperity, peace, and partnership, aiming to “balance the three dimensions of
sustainable development: the economic, social and environmental.” The goals call for all countries – lower,
middle, and upper-income – to stimulate prosperity, promote human rights, and protect the planet that we
all share by setting international development targets.
Due to the hard
work
of
antitrafficking
advocacy groups,
the
SDGs
specifically mention
human trafficking in
the targets of three
goals: 5, 8, and 16.
This has given us
the
hope
that
addressing
this
grave human rights violation will become a greater priority for countries and citizens around the world. The
specifics of the three trafficking-related goals are outlined below.
SDG 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
•

Women in Northern Africa hold less than one in five paid jobs in the non-agricultural sector. The proportion
of women in paid employment outside the agriculture sector has increased from 35% in 1990 to 41% in
2015.

•

More than 700 million women alive today were married before they turned 18, 1 in 3 before the age of 15.
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•

Women and girls made up 70% of detected human trafficking victims between 2010-2012. They
encompass the vast majority of detected victims for sex trafficking.
Target 5.2 specifically addresses trafficking calls for countries to, “Eliminate all forms of violence against
all women and girls in the public and private spheres, including trafficking and sexual and other types of
exploitation.” This goal conceives trafficking and exploitation as a form of gender discrimination and
violence against women. Many of the other goals under this target are connected to trafficking, including
the elimination of harmful practices such as child marriage, the call to value unpaid care and domestic
workers, and the creation and implementation of policies to promote gender equality at all levels of society.
While women and girls do make up the majority of sex trafficking victims, this goal may divert funding to
help men, boys, and transgender populations that are also affected by commercial sexual exploitation.
SDG 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all

•

Nearly 2.2 billion people – roughly half of the world’s population – still live on less than US $2 per day,
trapping them in extreme poverty. Stable, well-paid jobs are needed to address this disparity.

•

According to the ILO, 21 million people are affected by forced labor, trafficking and slavery around the
world today. Of those, 68% are exploited in the labor sector – in industries like agriculture, mining,
construction, and domestic work.

•

470 million jobs are needed globally for new entrants to the labor market between 2016 and 2030.
Target 8.7 calls for nations to, “Take immediate and effective measures to eradicate forced labor, end
modern slavery and human trafficking and secure the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of
child labor, including recruitment and use of child soldiers, and by 2025 end child labor in all its forms.”
This is arguably the most direct target focusing on the issue of human trafficking, and has been celebrated
by the anti-trafficking field.
The other targets under this goal are equally important in ending trafficking since they have a particular
focus on access to decent, stable work. In too many places, people are without work, and the jobs that are
available to them do not offer an escape from poverty. Poverty is one of the root causes for slavery and
human trafficking. Situations of desperation are created when families and parents struggle to put food on
the table, access health care, or afford school fees to educate their children. Offers to travel abroad in the
hopes of a better life become more tempting for parents and children alike. Many cases of human trafficking
begin with an individual looking for decent work. If nations truly invest in economic opportunities over the
next 15 years, we would address one of the main vulnerabilities that place people at risk to trafficking in
the first place.
Goal 16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
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•

Half of children in countries affected by conflict had left primary school by
2011. Children who are not in school are more likely to be working, and are
vulnerable to trafficking.

•

Although basic laws to address human trafficking are in place in most countries,
conviction rates remain extremely low, creating a high profit low risk industry.

•

The ILO estimates that human trafficking and forced labor create illicit profits
of $150 billion annually.

•

A recent report by UNICEF illustrated how violence to young children can
affect the development of the brain, similar to the affects of malnutrition.
Target 16.2 calls for the nations to “End abuse, exploitation, trafficking and
all forms of violence against and torture of children.” Other targets, such as combatting organized crime,
promoting the rule of law, and reducing all forms of violence are all connected to ending trafficking. In
particular, one of the targets focuses on providing legal identity for all, including birth registration. When
children lack a legal identity, they are often unable to access health care, education, and other social
services. They also can’t prove their age. Traffickers often exploit this vulnerability and force children who
are too young to legally work into labor and force girls too young to wed into marriages. It’s crucial that all
children have access to a birth certificate.
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5.3 VISUAL MATERIAL: VIDEOS

Kevin Hyland: On why the SDGs
should include an end to modern
slavery
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) aim to
eradicate hunger and extreme poverty, reduce inequality
within and between states, achieve gender equality,
improve water management and energy, and take action to
combat climate change.
2min, 13sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etfDr8v58W8

2017 Global estimates for
modern slavery and child labor
New data reveal that the UN's Sustainable Development
Goals, particularly Goal Target 8.7, will not be achieved
unless efforts to fight modern slavery and child labor are
dramatically increased.
1min, 53sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJ5kNDAI0ZE
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6. HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND PUBLIC HEALTH

6.1 CONCEPTS
✓ Public Health
•

According to American Public Health Association, “public health promotes and protects
the health of people and the communities where they live, learn, work and play.
While a doctor treats people who are sick, those of us working in public health try to
prevent people from getting sick or injured in the first place. We also promote wellness by
encouraging healthy behaviors.
From conducting scientific research to educating about health, people in the field of public
health work to assure the conditions in which people can be healthy. That can mean
vaccinating children and adults to prevent the spread of disease. Or educating people about
the risks of alcohol and tobacco. Public health sets safety standards to protect workers and
develops school nutrition programs to ensure kids have access to healthy food.
Public health works to track disease outbreaks, prevent injuries and shed light on why some
of us are more likely to suffer from poor health than others. The many facets of public
health include speaking out for laws that promote smoke-free
indoor air and seatbelts, spreading the word about ways to stay
healthy and giving science-based solutions to problems.”
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6.2 ARTICLES
A. CNN Freedom Project: Why Human Trafficking is a Public Health Problem. By Margeaux
Gray
(http://www.cnn.com/2016/07/11/opinions/human-trafficking-health-margeaux-gray/index.html)

You might think that when a trafficking victim escapes, their life is
saved. In reality, though, survival is much more complicated.
My journey of survival began nearly 20 years ago, and continues to
this day.

Trafficking

survivor

and

advocate

It is marked by hurdles, as well as by surprising gifts like losing my
sight, discovering art and receiving life-changing, holistic, traumainformed care. It has also been marked by our nation's failure to call
trafficking what it is: a public health problem.

Margeaux Gray with her guide dog.

Road to recovery. Just last week, the State Department released the
Trafficking in Persons (TIP) report, which ranks countries based on
whether and how well they are addressing modern slavery. While now is a prime time to talk about the
survivor's journey to recover from the horror of being held captive physically and emotionally, this key
issue will likely be left out of most conversations.
Instead, most discussions will focus on law enforcement issues like how well countries, including the
United States, track down and prosecute traffickers, and how to use threat of prosecution as a deterrent.
While law enforcement is important, so is providing adequate support for trafficking victims' recovery.
And, in that regard, we are failing. We are failing because we have not identified human trafficking as the
public health issue it is. You see, trafficking is not a short-term affliction—it affects a survivor's whole life,
families and even entire communities.
That failure has negatively affected my life (and the lives of countless others) time and again, while I was
repeatedly trafficked as a young child, and in the years since becoming physically free from trauma. The
primary failure occurred during my ordeal. Though I often visited the doctor for numerous unexplained,
very grown-up health problems, not one asked whether I was being abused.
Later, I struggled with the physical and psychological wounds resulting from more than a decade of sexual
and physical abuse at the hands of my trafficker.
Blindness was just one of the costs. I have also struggled with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), an
eating disorder, peripheral neuropathy and adrenal insufficiency. While I eventually received beneficial
health services, it was largely because of my blindness.
Reemerging into the world. For example, blindness brought me Junebug, my guide dog for the blind.
Even after I was technically "free" from my trafficking situation, PTSD left me feeling incredibly anxious
and unsafe in public.
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After losing my eyesight, I felt even more vulnerable, and didn't want to leave my house. The trusting bond
I developed with Junebug changed my life, and allowed me to reemerge into the world.
My blindness also brought me to Louisville, Kentucky, where I could access tremendous health and
psychological services that the government provides for vision-impaired people. I didn't realize until
recently how truly fortunate I am to have ended up here.
I have been receiving therapy from a professional trained in trauma-informed care for the first time.
Trauma-informed caregivers are trained to understand, recognize and respond to the effects of all types of
trauma and help survivors heal physical, psychological and emotional wounds, and rebuild a sense of
control and empowerment.
Most other trafficking survivors do not receive even a fraction of the critical support and care I've received,
but looking at trafficking through a public health lens could change that.
Later this year, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is planning to launch training courses
for health care and social services providers. SOAR (Stop. Observe. Ask. Respond to Human Trafficking)
is designed to educate professionals on how to recognize and respond to human trafficking in a health care
or social services setting.
I, along with other trafficking survivors and health care professionals, have been part of a national technical
working group advising HHS on the training content, and I am hopeful about this public health-focused
approach to stopping and preventing trafficking. At the same time, I know the program will have limited
impact unless our policymakers prioritize and commit resources to take this program to scale.
Looking at trafficking through a public health lens could also help health practitioners and policy makers
recognize the critical need to invest in long-term, trauma-informed care for survivors.
Today, funding shortfalls mean that hundreds if not thousands of trafficking victims in the United States
must wait to receive basic emergency services like a bed, health care and psychological support that are so
immediately important. And most who do receive emergency services are left without the long-term care
and support they desperately need.
Today, I am an artist, a public speaker and an anti-trafficking advocate. I am living proof that victims can
thrive -- but only if they receive the care they need and deserve. As a country that gives itself the TIP
report's highest ranking, the United States must admit that it can and should do more to prevent human
trafficking and support trafficking survivors with long-term, holistic trauma informed care. The first step is
recognizing trafficking as a public health issue.
close di alog
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B. American Public Health Association: Confronting Human Trafficking through a public
health lens. By Natale McGuill
(http://thenationshealth.aphapublications.org/content/46/10/E58.full)

Whether it was a Boston-born transgender patient or a Ugandan working in domestic servitude, APHA
member Hanni Stoklosa, MD, MPH, has seen a variety of patients who were victims of sex or labor
trafficking come through her emergency room.
Stoklosa, an emergency medicine physician at Boston’s Brigham and Women’s Hospital, and many others
across the U.S. are working on creating public health responses to address their health needs, some which
were outlined in a Nov. 1 session on the public health response to U.S. human trafficking at APHA’s 2016
Annual Meeting and Expo.
The physical and mental health effects of trafficking are numerous and include depression, chronic pelvic
pain and post-traumatic stress disorder. Stoklosa, who also serves as executive director of Health Education
Advocacy Linkage Trafficking, said health professionals from places such as the Boston Medical Center
and Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston spent more than a year working together to develop a
framework for how health care workers should best respond to the continued physical and mental health
needs of trafficking victims.
At Boston Medical Center, staff at the center’s Project Alcohol and Substance Abuse Services Education
and Referral to Treatment used the framework to target trafficking victims struggling with substance use
and addiction issues. Over an eight-month period, the project identified 71 people ages 13 to 40. Most were
female and most were sex trafficking victims, though one person was a labor trafficking victim, Stoklosa
said.
One of the challenges in caring for trafficking victims is a lack of capacity, be it a lack of available hospital
staff or a gap in places, such as shelters that can adequately address victims’ needs.
“If I have an adult male labor trafficking victim, it’s hard to find a place for him to be sheltered,” Stoklosa
said. “Those are the realities of what we’re experiencing. It’s a call to arms. We need to increase the
resources for the patients out there in these communities.”
In Miami, Project Trafficking Healthcare Resources and Interdisciplinary Victim Services and Education
is tackling challenges to accessing care by creating an outpatient clinic based on the patient-centered
medical home model. This means patients can go to one place to get access to a dedicated primary care
physician as well as specialists such as obstetrician-gynecologists and psychiatrists who can deal with
mental health crises.
Patients are also assigned navigators who serve as medical case managers and are “intimately connected”
with their care through text and phone. While the clinic is open Monday through Friday, patients also have
24-hour access to clinic staff, said APHA member Joshua George, who is part of Project THRIVE and a
medical student at the University of Miami Miller School of Medicine. As of Nov. 1, the clinic had seen 20
patients, 90 percent of whom were victims of sex trafficking. Two-thirds were U.S. citizens, he told session
attendees.
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Clinic staff is also trained on sensitivity and how to pick up on verbal and nonverbal cues from patients,
thanks to a student-created video tutorial. The video explains trauma-informed care and depicts a
dramatization of an interview between a health professional and trafficking victim, George said.
“Traditional ways in which we deliver care need to be modified,” George said. “We’re still figuring that
out and what’s best for people that come. We see they’re very strong and we’re still learning what language
to use and the words. We’re getting feedback from our survivors on doing that appropriately.”
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6.3 VISUAL MATERIAL: VIDEOS

Human Trafficking: A Public
Health Concern
The experts featured in this video discuss human
trafficking as a major global health problem, and the
important role of health care providers in identifying and
providing care and services to victims of human
trafficking.
14min, 35sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yA60Id4ud3g

Intervention in Human
Trafficking through Health Care
Susie Baldwin recounts stories of trafficked people to
illustrate the importance of teaching health professionals
to recognize the invisible signs of human trafficking and
provide trauma-informed care to patients suffering from
this hidden crime.
13min, 20sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yA60Id4ud3g
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7. HUMAN TRAFFICKING, ECONOMY AND POWER OF
CONSUMERS

7.1 CONCEPTS
✓ Economy

•

According to the Cambridge Dictionary, “economy is the system of
trade and industry by which the wealth of a country or region is made
and used.”

✓ Economics
•

According to the MBA Crystal Ball, “economics is essentially a study of the usage of
resources under specific constraints, all bound with an audacious hope that the subject
under scrutiny is a rational entity which seeks to improve its overall well-being. Two
branches within the subject have evolved thus: microeconomics (individual choices)
which deals with entities and the interaction between those entities, while
macroeconomics (aggregate outcomes) deals with the entire
economy as a whole.”
o Definition of Demand: “Demand is the quantity of a good (or service) the
buyers are willing to purchase at a particular price.”
o Definition of Supply: “Supply is the quantity of a good the sellers are willing
to deliver at a particular price. Meanwhile price is a result of the constant tugof-war between the demand and supply.”
o Consumer: “The consumer is the one who pays to consume the goods and
services produced. As such, consumers play a vital role in the economic system
of a nation. In the absence of their effective demand, the producers would lack
a key motivation to produce, which is to sell to consumers.”
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7.2 ARTICLES
C. Institute for Faith, Work and Economics: The Economics of Human Trafficking. By Baylee
Molloy
(https://tifwe.org/the-economics-of-human-trafficking/)

The human trafficking industry is estimated to generate around $150 billion annually. The industry spans
the world, energized by the power of globalization. It targets vulnerable populations affected by war,
poverty, and oppression.
According to International Justice Mission (IJM), there are an estimated 35.9 million people held in slavery
today. Children represent an estimated 26% of all forced labor victims.
How is it that this horrific act has continued to not only survive but thrive as an immensely profitable
business? The Asian Philanthropy Forum published results from a recent study by Dasra, a strategic
philanthropy foundation, that gives one reason for human trafficking’s persistence:
The reason why sex trafficking persists is straightforward: immense profitability with minimal risk. A net
profit margin of over 70 percent makes sex trafficking one of the most profitable businesses in the world.
It is becoming increasingly easy and inexpensive to procure, move and exploit vulnerable girls.
This is true of all forced labor as well: high profits, low risk. The demand for cheap labor in order to accrue
high profits keeps this economic machine running. Paired with little risk of criminal prosecution, this makes
human trafficking a lucrative business to enter.
The demand for trafficked humans is a problem that must be addressed and eliminated.
There needs to be a heart change, the gospel needs to penetrates the hearts of the perpetrators. In addition,
institutions around the world need to increase the cost of trafficking victims by increasing investigations,
prosecutions and criminal charges.
All the while, beautiful people created in the image of God are finding themselves in vulnerable
environments where they are exploited. This is not the way the world was meant to be.
We know that forced labor and slavery have long been a part of our world history. Just think about the
centuries-long North Atlantic Slave Trade, which transported millions of slaves from Africa to the Americas
from the 15th to 19th century.
Now there are more slaves today than at any time in history. How is this so? In my previous article on how
globalization affects the poor, I presented the positive and negative effects of globalization and showed
how globalization can help a country lift its people out of poverty.
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However, when exploitation is a part of the globalization process, we need to vigilantly, proactively seek
to protect the lives of individuals. Because globalization allows for greater openness in trade, the trade of
human lives becomes easier for traffickers. What motivates their actions? Look no further than to the
elements that influence the supply and demand of modern day slaves.
Supply. In an article by author and activist Siddharth Kara in the International Harvard Review, Kara
discusses the role supply-side economics plays in perpetuating human trafficking.
He writes: The supply of contemporary trafficked slaves is promoted by longstanding factors such as
poverty, lawlessness, social instability, military conflict, environmental disaster, corruption, and acute bias
against female gender and minority ethnicities.
These elements provide a mass number of vulnerable populations ripe for the picking by traffickers, and
migrating populations are among the most vulnerable to human trafficking. As individuals migrate from
one country to another, or within a country, they become a more vulnerable target for traffickers – especially
if from or within a transitioning state.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the economy in the Russian Federation (as well as other post-Soviet
states) was devastated. New economic policies failed, leaving a vacuum of power allowing criminal
organizations to thrive. Unemployment was high. Those most vulnerable were women and children.
Women were taken advantage of as they migrated to new countries to find jobs. In some cases, a woman
would apply for a waitressing position in another country through a company that offered to cover the costs
of her visa and travel. When she arrived in the country, her passport was taken, she didn’t speak the local
language, and she was forced into bonded labor.
Demand. While the supply of people is an important element in the continuation of human trafficking and
forced labor, demand is what really drives the industry.
Kara lays this out in his article by providing comparative data on slavery. He states: Whereas slaves in 1850
could be purchased for a global weighted average of between US$9,500 and US$11,000 (adjusted for
inflation) and generate roughly 15 to 20 percent in annual return on investment, today’s slaves sell for a
global weighted average of US$420 and can generate 300 to 500 percent or more in annual return on
investment, depending on the industry.
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D. Foreign Policy Journal: The Economics of Human Trafficking. By Asma Masood
(https://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/2013/07/06/the-economics-of-human-trafficking/)

Trafficking of Kachin women and children is emerging as a serious crisis.
Kachin Women’s Association Thailand’s latest report, “Pushed To The
Brink” (June 2013), updates on trafficking of Kachin women and girls amidst
renewed conflict in the region. Migration, displacement, and lack of aid have
increased women’s vulnerability to trafficking along the China-Myanmar
border. Victims are sold as bonded laborers and brides, or to brothels and
massage parlors in China. Thailand’s sex-industry is another destination.
Children abducted to Thailand are forced to work as beggars and street-hawkers or to supply its child
prostitution industry.
Factors Fuelling Trafficking of the Kachin
Poor governance lies at the heart of increased vulnerability to the trafficking crisis. Victims include
hundreds of displaced Kachins fleeing conflict between the Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) and
the Myanmarese military. State policies force Kachin women to migrate: substitute occupations are not
provided after curbs on opium faming; multinational projects cause displacement; and revenues generated
are not diverted for development. Resultant stagnation escalates poverty and starvation. The regime restricts
opportunities for upward mobility, driving girls to seek jobs for financing education. With no local avenues
available, international aid agencies offer potential for relief. However, Myanmar blocks humanitarian
agencies from providing aid to the Kachin. In June 2013, the UN was allowed to deliver assistance to
displaced people for the first time in almost a year. The positive news is juxtaposed with reports that China
is restarting the suspended Myitsone dam project in 2015. Internally-displaced persons (IDPs) thus not
returning to their villages face the risk of being trafficked.
Traffickers intercept women IDPs and migrants seeking employment. Abduction strategies include deceit,
force, drugs, or job offers. Women continue to be tricked into sexual slavery. It reflects the scenario of the
female section of society perceiving itself responsible for earning a livelihood. Ironically, the Kachin are a
patriarchal community. Yet, opium addiction renders large numbers of men unemployable. Workingmen
leave camps or homes for faraway places, increasing women’s susceptibility. Few Kachin soldiers’ wives
sell their children when they are away fighting. Work related migration is sought to finance Kachin youths’
rampant drug abuse.
High demand for child beggars in Thailand is in line with the tourism boom. Another likely link is to supply
adoption rackets in Thailand. Trafficked children arrive in Bangkok, Samut Sakhon, Mae Sai, and Mae Sot.
Some are beaten by owners to garner pity from almsgivers. Thailand’s million-dollar sex-tourism industry
attracts visitors from East Asia and Europe. Traffickers use the Internet to dodge international forces against
child
prostitution
and
to
ensure
sustained
demand.
Kachins are alleged to be trafficked to Pakistan, also a destination for Shan state’s billion-dollar heroin
smuggling industry. A small Kachin population resides here. While there is no evidence of the two
industries being linked, it is possible the same criminal networks profit from both ventures.
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Economics of Trafficking
Kachin women and children are a profitable income source for traffickers, many of whom are struggling
migrants themselves. Women form 70 percent of the victims. Kachin brides fetch highest prices—up to
$6,500 from buyers. Chinese businessmen form a significant proportion of the clientele. Chinese
construction workers and laborers unable to afford dowries for local wives pay brokers to fetch women
from Myanmarese families struggling on $1 a day. Traffickers, learning the local customs, masquerade as
marriage brokers in Kachin and promise a dowry to the family. Very few make the payment of about $150.
The same amount is quoted as monthly wages to lure women desiring work in Yunnan. Trafficked sexworkers are often raped and have ‘lesser value’, being sold from $300 upwards to the prostitution industry
in South China.
Children trafficked to Thailand are occasionally rented out from parents. Brokers offer $100 – $224 a month
for children. Buyers earn high returns as the children make $15 – $100 a day. Three-month old toddlers to
ten-year olds are favored, as they are believed to be most appealing. A shop assistant earns almost $6000 a
month. In this commercial setup, few children are seen to attempt an escape. NGO efforts and stricter Thai
laws are increasing rescue efforts, spiraling traffickers to ensure a steady supply of victims.
The push factors of conflict and poverty, and the pull factor of a lucrative black market have shaped the
trafficking of the Kachin into a vicious cycle.
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7.3 VISUAL MATERIAL: VIDEOS
How American Consumers
Enable Modern Slavery &
Human Trafficking

Director Cristina Sarnoff discusses the epidemic of modern day
slavery, which encompasses sex slavery, construction slaves,
garment worker, fishing slaves, and more, and how American
consumers and corporations are complicit in exploiting people
and labor around the world to maximize profits in this excerpt
from Buzzsaw, hosted by Sean Stone
5min, 16sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmOSjl-XXd8

Everyday Products Made with
Slave Labor
Common items we use that are produced unethically
5min, 12sec
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNY2Vl8jUjU
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8. CLASSROOM IDEAS
➢ Have students read and analyze the articles.
➢ Have students watch videos and discuss it in class.
➢ Create debates so students can defend different arguments related to the
topic.
➢ Students can make a presentation of what they understood from the
material used.
➢ Before reading the material and talking about it, ask the students to define
what they understand by human trafficking, other concepts worked in
class, and the connection between them, etc. Write the terms/definitions on
the board and after discussing the
material, make the students analyze if
their definitions were right or there
was more about this topic they didn´t
know about.
➢

Have students participate in a Role-play activity where they put
themselves into somebody else's shoes (victim/ defenders of modern
slavery/ etc), and represent an imaginary situation.
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9. TAKE ACTION NOW
There are so many things you could do to help end Human
Trafficking:

Buy Fair Trade
products

Start your Fair Trade
campaign
Call your Congress to
strength policies to end
modern slavery

Register your product
on Fair Trade

Educate yourself on
Fair Trade and Human
Trafficking

Join Sisters of Charity of New
York to create awareness about
Human Trafficking at CMSV
Volunteer

Pursue a fellowship

Donate

Launch a research

projct

cdeangelo@scny.org

Hold an event to
create awareness

Report if you suspect of this type of abuse: National Human Trafficking
Resource Center

888- 373- 7888
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10. FOR MORE INORMATION

Click any of these links to
learn more on how to take
action. . .

✓ http://fairtradecampaigns.org/campaign/manhattancollege/
✓ http://fairtradeusa.org/
✓ https://polarisproject.org/action
✓ http://www.childsafetourism.org/actions/report-abuse/
✓ https://www.unicefusa.org/sites/default/files/End%20Tra
fficking%20Toolkit.pdf
✓ http://university.crs.org/human-trafficking
✓ http://www.scny.org/ministries/peace-justice-andintegrity-of-creation/
✓ https://act.polarisproject.org/page/7792/action/1
✓ http://www.laredhispana.org/unetealasolucion
✓ https://polarisproject.org/fellowship-program
✓ http://www.notforsalecampaign.org/
✓ http://www.eden.rutgers.edu/~yongpatr/425/final/ruccat
_home.htm
✓ https://humantraffickinghotline.org/
✓ http://www.stopenslavement.org/
✓ https://www.sistersagainsttrafficking.org/
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